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CrossIPTC Activation Code is an
application for digital pictures is a
repair and cross-platform
conversion tool to efficiently
exchange IPTC metadata using
extended characters between
Windows and Macintosh platforms.
CrossIPTC Free Download rewrites
IPTC accents for Windows when
created by a Macintosh computer,
or vice-versa to ensure compatibility
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and properly display author,
captions, keywords, categories,
credits and origins information
containing texts with accents.
CrossIPTC can also synchronize
XMP metadata with IPTC metadata
(or strip XMP metadata); it could be
useful when you modify metadata
with an IPTC editor which is not
able to write XMP block (then IPTC
metadata and XMP metadata are
not synchronized). NOTE:
Registration required in order to
start the conversion. Keywords
Keywords used in the Tags fields,
categories, credits, references,
languages and authors are removed
from the IPTC field. When authors,
categories, languages, keywords,
credits and references are used in
the IPTC field, they are ignored.
References Category:Metadata
Category:Metadata



standardsEuropean accession to the
UNESCO Convention The European
accession to the UNESCO
Convention on the protection of the
archeological heritage in the
southern Mediterranean, (short:
Convention) entered into force on 1
December 2008. The Convention
has been signed on behalf of the
European Union by the then
Minister for Culture and Youth in
the Council of the EU, Ms Livia
Redder. The European Union is the
first region to ratify the Convention.
See also European Union law
References External links Text of
the Convention Category:2008 in
the European Union
Category:Archaeology of the
Southern European Mediterranean
Category:Arts treaties
Category:Treaties concluded in
2008 Category:Treaties entered into



force in 2008 Category:Treaties of
Albania Category:Treaties of
Andorra Category:Treaties of
Antigua and Barbuda
Category:Treaties of the Comoros
Category:Treaties of Croatia
Category:Treaties of Cyprus
Category:Treaties of the Czech
Republic Category:Treaties of
Denmark Category:Treaties of
Estonia Category:Treaties of
Finland Category:Treaties of France
Category:Treaties of Germany
Category:Treaties of Greece
Category:Treaties of Hungary
Category:Treaties of Iceland
Category:Treaties of
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- Copy IPTC (or XMP) metadata -



Insert XMP metadata - Populate
IPTC fields - Remove empty fields -
Convert file name and path if
needed - Parse and sort captions -
Remove English and German
language tags from captions -
Convert IPTC/XMP/JPEG/DNG file -
Remove missing or wrong JPEG
quality indicator code - Restore
read-only properties of JPEG - Fix
IPTC portrait orientation - Override
the text encoding of captions
(UTF-8, UTF-16, UTF-32 and 8bit) -
Add English and German language
tags to captions - Convert
IPTC/XMP/JPEG/DNG file - Replace
lost or missing JPEG comment
markers - Adjust the quality of JPEG
images - Restore read-only
properties of JPEG - Fix IPTC
portrait orientation - Change JPIP -
Change IPTC author, keywords,
credits and categories - Add missing



keywords - Add missing categories -
Add missing credits - Add missing
image origin - Merge duplicate
keywords - Move all keywords to the
first keyword - Add missing
characters in the value of a keyword
- Find and correct missing links -
Join all keywords using an
underscore - Embed metadata
(XMP) in JPEG, PNG, JPG, TIFF, GIF
and BMP files - Embed metadata
(XMP) in exif files - Embed
metadata (XMP) in EXIF and XMP
files - Embed metadata (XMP) in
image files - Embed metadata
(XMP) in IPTC files - Embed
metadata (XMP) in IPTC extensions
files - Insert XMP into JPEG, TIFF,
BMP, PNG, GIF, JPG and DNG files -
Embed metadata (XMP) in audio
files - Embed metadata (XMP) in
MP3, WAV, OGG and AIFF files -
Embed metadata (XMP) in movie



files - Embed metadata (XMP) in
music files - Embed metadata (XMP)
in MP3, WAV, OGG, WMA, AIFF,
FLAC and OGG files - Embed
metadata (XMP) in video files -
Embed metadata (XMP) in FLV and
SWF files - Embed metadata (XMP)
in MOV, MPG, MP4, MP
2edc1e01e8



CrossIPTC [Updated]

CrossIPTC can be used to exchange
IPTC data between Windows and
Macintosh platforms. This small
application rewrites or synchronizes
the data included in IPTC fields
between the two operating systems.
CrossIPTC is open-source and
multilingual. CrossIPTC was
originally created as a project to
repair IPTC data in order to remove
an IPTC/XMP block writing error
found in XMP files. The program
does not enable users to export or
import IPTC data directly.
CrossIPTC requires the metadata
tags to be encoded using extended
characters. CrossIPTC works with
any IPTC editing application
providing that they have the
necessary option to encode IPTC
data using extended characters.



CrossIPTC is a small, stable, cross-
platform application. The user
interface is very simple: – the
interface of CrossIPTC must be
executed (optionnal): – in Windows:
double-click on the CrossIPTC icon
to launch the application; or start
the application from the command
prompt; – in Macintosh: double-click
on the CrossIPTC icon to launch the
application; or double-click on the
CrossIPTC icon (icon bar) to run the
application. History Development of
the first version of CrossIPTC (v0.5)
started in May 2004 as a project to
fix a computer program with the
following problems: XMP writing
error when editing a file created
with XMP using an IPTC editor such
as Photo Mechanic or Digital Photo
Professional. XMP block writing
error when importing IPTC data
from an IPTC file to an XMP file.



The entire program was written
with Visual Basic.NET 4.0 and
Visual Studio 2005. The version 0.5
was published on February 2, 2006.
The program initially enabled the
user to correct or delete IPTC block
tags (label, author, etc.) within the
file. CrossIPTC is an open-source
program, freely usable and
distributable. The user interface in
version 0.5 was generated using
Visual Basic.NET 4.0 and Visual
Studio 2005. Version 0.6 (March 7,
2007) The user interface in version
0.6 was rebuilt using Windows
Forms. Version 0.7 (March 28,
2008) CrossIPTC version 0.7 was
published on March 28, 2008. This
version adds the following features:
– Synchronization of IPTC data
when importing from a XML file
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System Requirements For CrossIPTC:

2GHz or faster processor 2GB RAM
64-bit Windows operating system
(XP or higher) After purchase,
please check the activation key box
to activate this software within the
software. – Import: (Google Docs
import only) You can import from
Google Drive to the English version
of the dictionary You can import
from Evernote to the English
version of the dictionary (Android
app version only) You can import
from Google Play to the English
version of the dictionary You can
import from Samsung
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